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Abstract 
Preliminary results on electroweak physics from the 1992-1993 run with the 
CDF and D0 detectors at the Tevatron collider are presented. New mea
surements of the ratio of the W and Z production cross sections times the 
branching fractions for subsequent decay into leptons are shown. The W 
width, T(W), and a limit on the top-quark mass independent of decay mode 
are extracted. The status of a measurement of the charge asymmetry of elec
trons from W decay is given. Also shown are a study of diboson (W7, Zj 
and WZ) production and a search for a new neutral gauge boson {Z'). 
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1 Introduction 
The Tevatron pp collider at Fermilab completed a very successful yearlong run at the 
end of May, 1993. CDF[1] collected a total of ~ 22 p b - 1 of data, about 5 times more 
than the data collected during the 1988-1989 run. D0[2] completed its first data-
taking run and collected a total of ~ 16 p b - 1 . We present preliminary results on 
1) a measurement of the ratio a(pp -> WX)Br{W -> lv)ja{pp -> ZX)Br(Z -> U) 
(I = e,/(), 2) a measurement of the charge asymmetry of electrons from W decay, 
3) a study of diboson (W7, Z7 and WZ) production, and 4) a search for a new 
neutral gauge boson [Z'). 

2 The CDF and D0 Detectors 
The CDF and D0 detectors are described in detail in Refs.[3] and [4], respectively. 
Here we briefly describe the detector components most relevant to the analysis pre
sented here. The CDF detector consists of the central tracking system, the calorime
ter system and the muon system. The major component of the CDF central tracking 
system is a 1.3 m radius tracking chamber contained in a solenoidal 1.41 T mag
net. The momentum resolution is Spr/pr = O.OOllpx (PT >n GeV/c). Outside the 
solenoid is the central (\r)\ < l . l ) 1 calorimeter, which has an electromagnetic section 
made of lead-scintillator and a hadronic section of iron-scintillator. A proportional 
chamber (strip chamber) imbedded at electromagnetic shower maximum measures 
the position and the shape of electromagnetic showers. The transverse segmenta
tion of projective towers is 0.1 X 15° in -q and <j>. The electromagnetic section has an 
energy resolution2 of (13.5%/\/E) ffi 2% (E is in GeV) and the hadronic section has 
an energy resolution of ( 7 5 % / T / E ) © 3% for isolated pions. Outside of the central 
calorimeter in the region of |J/| < 0.61 are muon drift chambers. The forward region 
is covered by the plug (1.1 < \r/\ < 2.2) and forward (2.2 < |i?| < 4.2) gas-sampling 
calorimeters. 

The D0 detector consists of the non-magnetic central tracking system, the 
calorimeter system and the muon system. The calorimeter system consists of uranium-
liquid argon sampling detectors contained in a central and two end cryostats and 
the int<;r-cryostat detectors made of scintillator tiles, providing the r\ coverage of 
M S 4.4. Its electromagnetic section has an energy resolution of 15%/\/E, while 
the hadronic section has an energy resolution of 50%/\/E for isolated pions. The 
transverse segmentation is 0.1 x 0.1 in i) and <j>. In the third longitudinal section 

lThis 7] is a pseudorapidity defined as 7] = -/n(2an|), where 6 is the poiar angle from the beam 
axis with respect to the detector origin which can be significantly different from the event origin 
due to a large spread (o> ~ 30cm) of the interaction region. 

2The symbol © denotes a quadratic sum. 
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Figure 1: (a) Transverse mass distribution for W —» ev events and (b) Invariant 
mass distribution for Z -^> ee events from CDF. 

of an electromagnetic module the transverse segmentation is doubled in both direc
tions to 0.05 x 0.05. The muon system has magnetized iron toroids between the 
first two of three muon drift tube layers, providing the t) coverage of |T/| < 3.3. The 
current momentum resolution, Sp/p > 0.2, is dominated by the uncertainty in the 
alignments of drift tube layers. 

3 W and Z events from 1992-1993 run 
In both CDF and P 0 the W —> e(y.)v and Z - • ee(fi^) samples were selected 
from a sample of events with at least one well-measured, isolated electron (muon) 

• with transverse momentum greater than 20 GeV/c. W candidates were obtained 
by requiring a large missing transverse energy (JZT > 20 GeV), while Z candidates 
required the presence of a second electron (or muon) satisfying looser offline cuts. 

In CDF an electron sample was selected from events passing a hardware trigger 
requiring an electromagnetic cluster with ET > 12 GeV in the central calorimeter, a 
ratio of hadronic to electromagnetic ET in the cluster < 0.125 and a track associated 
with this cluster with pr > 6 GeV/c measured by the hardware track processor. The 
offline selection requires at least one central (\r)\ < 1.1) electron, satisfying the follow
ing 5 criteria: 1) an isolation variable, / = ( E T ( R < 0.4) - Er(cluster))/ET(cluster) < 
0.1, where Er(cluster) is the transverse energy in the electron cluster and Er(R < 0.4) 
is the transverse energy within a cone of radius R = -^Arj2 + A^ a = 0.4 centered 
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Figure 2: (a) Transverse mass distribution for W 
mc...-s distribution for Z —> HJI events from CDF. 

liv events and (b) Invariant 

on the electron cluster; 2) HAD/EM < 0.055 + 0.045 x E(cluster)/100, where 
HAD(EM) is the energy in the hadronic (electromagnetic) section of the calorimeter 
and E(cluster) is the energy of the electron cluster in GeV; 3) the strip-chamber 
shower profile and the lateral energy sharing between calorimeter towers are consis
tent with an electron; 4) the ratio of cluster energy to track momentum, E/p < 1.5; 
and, 5) there is a good match between the strip-chamber shower and the extrapo
lated track position positions. Z candidates were selected by requiring that there be 
a second electromagnetic cluster in the region of \t}\ < 2.4 with E-r > 10 GeV, / < 0.1 
and HAD/EM < 0.1. In addition, if this cluster is in the central region E/p < 2.0 
and if the cluster is in the plug or forward region the transverse profile must be con
sistent with an electron shower. The transverse mass (MT) distribution for W —• ev 
and the invariant mass distribution for Z —> ee based on an integrated luminosity of 
18.4 pb" 1 are shown in Fig. 1. Here, M T is defined as MT = i/2Ex PT(1 - cos<^e") 
and <j>e" is the azimuthal angle between the electron and ^ x v e c t ° r -

A muon trigger is formed when hits in the muon chambers match a track with 
px > 9 GeV/c found by the hardware track processor. A muon data sample was 
selected from the muon-triggered events with at least one muon track in the region 
of |r/| < 0.61, satisfying the following criteria: 1) the muon track reconstructed in 
the central tracker matches a track segment in the muon chambers to better than 
2 cm in r^-plane; 2) the muon track points at a calorimeter tower with less than 
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Figure 3: (a) Transverse mass distribution for W 
mass distribution for Z —» ee events from D0. 

ev events and (b) Invariant 

6 GeV of energy in the hadronic section and 2 GeV in the electromagnetic section; 
and, 3 )7 = ( E T ( R < 0.4) - E T ) / P T < 0.1, where E T is the transverse energy in the 
calorimeter tower traversed by the track, Er(R < 0.4) is the transverse energy in a 
cone of radius 0.4 around the track and pr is the transverse momentum measured 
by the central tracker. Z candidates must have a second minimum ionizing track 
with |v| < 1.0 and p j > 20 GeV. The transverse mass distribution for W —> fiv and 
the invariant mass distribution for Z —» /.-ft based on an integrated luminosity of 
21 pb" 1 are shown in Fig. 2. 

In D0 an electron data sample was selected from events passing a single-electron 
trigger requiring one electron with E T > 20 GeV satisfying shower shape and isola
tion cuts imposed in the third level of the trigger logic. The offline selection requires 
at least one electron in the region of |r;| < 1.1 and 1.5 < |)?j < 3.2, satisfying the 
following criteria: 1) the ratio of the electromagnetic energy to the total shower en
ergy is greater than 0.9; 2) the lateral and longitudinal shower shapes are consistent 
with an electron; 3) J = (E(R < 0.4) - E E M ( R < 0.2))/E E M (R < 0.2) < 0.15, where 
E(R < 0.4) is the total shower energy within a cone of radius 0.4 and E E M ( R < 0.2) 
is the electromagnetic energy within a cone of 0.2; and, 4) the cluster has a track 
with a good match between the cluster position measured by the calorimeter and 
the extrapolated track position. For Z candidates the presence of a second elec
tromagnetic cluster which passes the cuts 1 — 3 is required. The transverse mass 
distribution for W —> ev and the invariant mass distribution for Z —t ee, based on 
an integrated luminosity of 14.S p b - 1 are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 4: (a) Transverse mass distribution for W —> \iv events and (b) Invariant 
mass distribution for Z —» up events from D0. In both figures the points are the 
data and the dotted line is the Monte Carlo prediction for the signal. 

The muon trigger has 3 decision levels which accept single muons with px > 
15 GeV/c. A muon sample was obtained by requiring at least one muon track in 
the region of |ij| < 1.7, satisfying the following cuts: 1) the muon track has a good 
overall track fit in the muon system; 2) the muon track has good track segments 
before and after the iron toroids; 3) the muon track has a minimum path-length 
through the magnetized iron toroid of / Bdi > 2.0 Tm; 4) there is at least one 
track in the central drift chamber matching the muon track within S<j> < 0.25 and 
68 < 0.30 radians; 5) the muon track passes a global \ 2 cut including the information 
from the central drift chamber; 6) the muon track has an energy deposition greater 
than 1 GeV in the calorimeter towers within a cone of radius 0.2 around the muon 
track; 7) / = (E(observed) - E(MIP))/<5E(MIP) < 3, where E(observed) is the 
energy in the calorimeter tower hit by the muon track and 5 x 5 towers around the 
track (corresponding to a cone of radius ~ 0.2), E(MIP) is the expected contribution 
from the muon ionization and £E(MIP) is the expected error on E(MIP); and, 8) the 
muon track satisfies impact parameter cuts (at the event vertex) of S(xy) < 10 cm 
and 8(rz) < 25 cm. The Z sample was selected requiring a second muon track with 
pr > 15 GeV/c which satisfies only the first cut and |A^| < 160° and |A0| < 170° 
between both muon tracks to reduce cosmic rays. The transverse mass distribution 
for W —* fiv and the invariant mass distribution for Z —• ji\i based on an integrated 
luminosity of 7.3 p b - 1 , corresponding to ~ 1/2 of the full data set, are shown in 
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Fig. 4 with the Monte Carlo predictions superimposed. The Monte Carlo predictions 
were normalized to the number of W and Z candidates after background subtraction. 

4 The Ratio aBr(W -> lv)jaBv{Z -»11) 
The ratio of the W and Z production cross sections times the branching fractions 
for subsequent decay into leptons can be expressed as 

a{pp-*WX)Br(W-*ti>) _ a(pp -> WX) T{W -> tv) T(Z) 
v(pp -> ZX)BT(Z - . U) <r(pp^ZX) T(W) T(Z-+£t) 

Most of the theoretical and experimental systematic uncertainties cancel in this ra
tio, allowing a precise determination of the W width and constraining the possibility 
of non-standard decay modes of the W. In particular, the result can be used to set 
a limit on the top quark mass independent of decay mode. 

Using experimentally measured quantities R can be written as 

Nw-Bw Az tz 
~ Nz-Bz Aw ew' 

where Nw and Nz are the number of W and Z candidates, Bw and Bz are the 
estimated backgrounds in W and Z samples, Aw and Az are the geometric and 
kinematic acceptances, and tw and tz are the detection efficiencies. CDF observed 
10991 W —> eu and 1053 Z —» ee candidates from the 18.4 p b - 1 data sample. Table 1 
summarizes the analysis of this data sample. The background for W —* ev includes 
contributions from QCD processes, W —> TV followed by T -+ evv, Z —• ee where 
one of the electrons is lost and Z —* TT where one T decays into an electron and two 
neutrinos, resulting in a large fa. The background for Z —» ee is dominated by QCD 
processes. The acceptance includes geometric and kinematic cuts described above. 
The efficiency includes efficiencies for the trigger and offline cuts. A multiplicative 
factor of 1.01 ± 0.01 is used to correct Z —> ee yield for Drell-Yan contribution and 
Z width effect[5]. CDF obtains the ratio 

Re = "„,„ ~*e"} = 10.65 ± 0.36(stat.) ± 0.27(sys.). anr{Z —* ee) 

Results from D0 reported here are based on a partial data set. The electron 
analysis is based on the 3.45 p b - 1 data sample and tighter kinematic cuts than 
ones described above. D0 observed 2824 W —- ev with kinematic cuts of E T > 
25 GeV on the electron and fii > 25 GeV and 172 Z —» ee candidates after 
requiring E T > 25 GeV and all offline cuts on both electrons. Table 2 summarizes 
results from D0 in the electron channel. The acceptance includes geometric and 
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Table 1: Summary of CDF W —> ev and Z —> ee analysis 

Channel W-*ev Z -* ee 
Candidates 10991 1053 
Background 1175+^' 52 ± 9 
Signal 9816 ±105 ±106 1001 ± 32 ± 9 
Acceptance 0.338 ± 0.006 0.372 ±0.006 
Efficiency 0.749 ± 0.013 0.731 ± 0.015 

Table 2: Summary of D0 W —* ev and Z —> ee analysis 

Channel W -*ev Z - > ee 
Candidates 2824 172 
Background 102 ± 31 18 ± 5 
Signal 2722 ± 54 ± 31 154 ± 1 4 ± 5 
Acceptance 0.51 ± 0.04 0.42 ± 0.04 
Efficiency 0.63 ± 0.05 0.46 ± 0.07 

kinematic cuts, while the efficiency includes efficiencies for the trigger and offline 
cuts. D 0 obtains values for the production cross section times branching fraction 
of aBr{W -> *.v) = 2.48 ± 0.05(stat.) ± 0.26(sys.) ± 0.30(1.UM)3 nb and crBr{Z -» 
ee) = 0.235 ± 0.019(stat.) ± 0.040(sys.) ± 0.028(LUM) nb, resulting in 

Rc = 10.55 ± 0.87(stat.) ± 1.07(sys.). 

The muon analysis is based on the data sample of 7.3 p b _ 1 for \r)\ < 1 and 
5.9 pb" 1 for 1 < |i/| < 1.7, resulting in 1576 W —» jiv and 93 Z —» pp. candidates. 
A summary of the muon analysis is shown in Table 3. The background to the 
Z —• fxfi sample at D0 is primarily from cosmic rays and fake tracks due to false 
hits in the muon chambers. Unlike the electron analysis the acceptance shown 
here includes the trigger efficiency in addition to kinematic and geometric cuts. 
The values of the production cross section times branching fraction are <rBr(W —> 
tiv) = 2.00 ± 0.07(stat.) ± 0.41(sys.) ± 0.24(LUM) nb and oBr{Z -> ^ ) = 0.20 ± 
0.02(stat.) ± 0.05(sys.) ± 0.02(LUM) nb, resulting in 

R„ - 10.0 ± l.l(stat.) ± 2.4(sys.). 
3LUM denotes the error due to uncertainty in the luminosity measurement. 
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Table 3: Summary of D0 W -•-> jiv and Z —* pp analysis 
Channel W ->/*!/ Z —* fifi 
Candidates 1576 93 
Background 378 ± 20 ± 62 6 ± 2 ± 3 
Signal 1198 ±44 ± 6 2 87 ± 10 ± 3 
Acceptance 0.15 ±0.0.1 ( M < 1 ) 

0.024 ±0.01 ( i < M < 1 . 7 ) 
0.12 ±0.01 ( M < 1 ) 

0.03 ±0.01 (1 < M < 1 . 7 ) 
Efficiency 0.495 ± G.C32 0.428 ± 0.099 

Combining Re and iJM assuming the t — p. universality, D0 obtains the result: 

_ _ aBr{W • •lv) 

aBr\l 
= 10.43 ± \.23(stat. d sys.), 

where £ is e or /a. Th?se results on i? from CDF ani D0 are shown in Fig. 5 
together with previously published results[6). The average over all measurements 
(World Average) including new results from CDF and D0 gives i? = 10.38 ± 0.32 
(sf.nl. and sys. combined). 

The W width, V(W), can be extracted f:om a measurement of R as 

V(W) =. <?(PP- .w) x rjw- •iv) 

APP-Z) T{Z-,U) 
x T(Z) x B~ 

Both CDF and D 0 use a theoretical calculation of T(W -* (v)fV{Z -> # ) = 
2.70 ± 0.02[7] ana the LF.P measurement of the T(Z) = 2.487 ± 0.010 GeV/c2[8]. 
The major theoretical error on the W and Z production cross sections comes from 
their structure ft action dependence and the uncertainty in the ratio of parton den
sity functions (PDFs) for down and up valence quarks. CDF uses the theoretical 
calculation oiaw/vz = 3.23 ±0.03 by Martin. Stirling and Roberts[9]. This relative 
error of about 1%(= 0.03/3.23) results in a ~ 20 MeV/c 2 uncertainty on T(W). D0 
estimates awjaz — 3.26 ± 0.08 using the calculation of Hamberg, van Neerven and 
Matsuura[10], convoluted with PDFs consistent with a measurement otF£/F£ from 
NMC[11]. Its relative error of about 2.5%(= 0.08/3.26) results in a ~ 50 MeV/c 2 

uncertainty on C(W). From the above values we obtain 

V(W) = 2.033 ± 0.069(stat.) ± 0.057(sys.) GeV/c 2 CDF e 
= 2.08 ± 0.25(s<at © sjs.) GeV/c 2 D0 en combined 
= 2.089 ± 0.031 {slot, (t* sys.) GeV/c 2 World Average 

http://sf.nl
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Figure 5: Compilation of R = <?Br{W —» tv)/<?Br(Z —» U) measurements. 

Tb-* results can be compared with the Standard Model prediction[12] of T(W) = 
2.08 ± 0.02 GeV/c 2 for M(t) > M(W) - M(b), where M(t), M(W) and M{b) are 
the masses of the top quark, the W boson and the b quark, respectively. In order 
to set a limit ou the top quark mass (for M(t) < M(W) — M(b)) independent of 
the decay modes of the top quark, we use the ratio T(W)/T{W —• iv) instead of 
T(W) itself because this ratio is less sensitive to the value of the W mass. Figure 6 
shows a prediction for the ratio T{W)fT(W —> Iv) as a function of the top quark 
mass [12,13]. From the values quoted above and T(Z -> it) = 83.24±0.42 MeV/c2[8] 
we find 

T(W)/T{V/ -» iv) = 9.03 ± 0.30(siat.) ± 0.26{sys.) CDF e 
= 9.3 ± l.l(stat. © sys.) D 0 e/i combined 
= 9.28 ± 0.246(star. © sys.) World Average 

The corresponding lo.ver limits on the top quark mass at 95% confidence level are: 

M(t) > 62GeV/c 2 CDF e 
> 43 GeV/c's D0 e;t combined 
> 62 GeV/c 2 World Average 

The World Average does not improve the limit on M{t) over that from the 1992-
1993 CDF electron measurement alone. This is because the World Average value 
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Figure 6: The ratio V(W)/V(W —» tv) as a function of the top quark mass for 
Mw = 80.0 GeV/c 2 and or, = 0.13. Also shown are preliminary measurements and 
the 95% C.L. limits from CDF and D0 and the average over all measurements. 

of T(W)/r(W -» tv) is larger than that of the 1992-1993 electron result from CDF 
(though the error is smaller). 

5 The charge asymmetry of electrons from W 
decay 

The W production in pp collisions at \/s = 1.8 TeV is dominantly from a valence-
valence or valence-sea quark-antiquark interaction. Therefore a W+(W~) is pro
duced primarily by the interaction of a u(d) quark from the proton and a d(u) 
quark from the antiproton. In the proton the u valence quark momentum distri
bution, u(x), is harder than the d valence quark distribution, d(x) [13,14] and, 
therefore, a W+(W~) is produced with a boost in the proton (antiproton) direction. 
A measurement of the W+ and W~ rapidity distributions (Yw*-) gives the infor
mation on PDFs in the region of low x and high g 2 (~ Mw) where Ws and Zs are 
produced [13,14]. Because there is a twofold ambiguity in reconstructing Yw in a 
W —* tv decay (due to the fact that the component of neutrino momentum along 
the beam direction is not measured) we measure the Yw distribution indirectly via 
the charged lepton rapidity distribution (Yi), which is a sum of the W rapidity and 
the lepton rapidity (K, C M) in the W rest frame: Yt+ = Yw+ + Yg™, where YfM 
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is determined by the V — A couplings. At ,/s = 1.8 TeV the asymmetry due to 
u(x) and d(x) is larger than that from the V — A effect and of the opposite sign. 
The experimentally convenient quantity is the charge asymmetry of the leptons as 
a function of pseudorapidity (corrected for the z position of the event vertex), 

= d<T(l+)ldr,-d<T{l-)ldr, 
KV> ~ dc{l+)ldr) + <te(t-)W 

because it is insensitive to acceptance corrections. Furthermore, because A{—17) = 
—A(t)) by CP invariance the result can be shown as \A(rj)\ plotted against |ij|. Fig
ure 7 shows a preliminary result from CDF on the asymmetry with two different 
PDFs superimposed. The result is based on the ~ 10 p b _ 1 W —» ev data, corre
sponding to ~ 1/2 of the full data sample from the 1992-1993 run. For this analysis 
CDF includes electrons detected in the plug calorimeter, extending the i\ coverage 
for electrons to |i/| = 1.7. A measurement of A(r)) with this t/ coverage will provide 
information about PDFs in the region of x ~ 0.007 — 0.24. Efforts to include the 
full data sample and to discriminate between various PDFs are in progress. 
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6 A study of diboson (VVj, Z~f and WZ) produc
tions 

Direct measurements of the trilinear couplings (WWf and WWZ) of the elec-
troweak gauge bosons are possible by detecting diboson production such as Wj, Z~t, 
W+W~ and WZ at Tevatron. In the Standard Model the WWy vertex is uniquely 
determined by the the S U ( 2 ) L ® U ( 1 ) Y gauge symmetry. With the assumption of 
CP-invariance there are two parameters (K and A) to describe the WW~/ vertex. 
These parameters are related to the magnetic dipole (iiw) and electric quadrupole 
(Qw) moments of the W boson: nw = JiifjK1 + K + A), Qw = — 5p-(« — A). In 
the Standard Model the values for K and A are fixed: K = 1,A = 0. Significantly 
different values of K and A result in an increase of the production cross section of the 
Wj events. The UA2 experiment published the first direct measurement of K and 
A based on 13 p b _ 1 data at -/s = 630 GeV[15]. The Zf production process does 
not probe trilinear coupling in the Standard Model, but is sensitive to non-standard 
interactions that might arise, for example, if the gauge bosons are composite. The 
W+W~ and WZ production processes are also of interest because there are im
portant cancellations in the amplitudes of these processes which rely on the gauge 
structure of the WWZ trilinear coupling. In the following we present preliminary 
results from CDF on measurements of the production cross sections times branching 
fractions for Wj and Zj in the electron and muon channels usir:g the 1988-1989 
data and preliminary results from D 0 on a search for Wf in the electron channel 
using the 1992-1993 data. In addition, the status of a search for WZ pairs at CDF 
is mentioned briefly. 

CDF searched for the W7 and Zf events using the 1988-1989 electron and muon 
W and Z data samples, corresponding to an electron data oifLdt = 4.05±0.28 p b _ 1 

and a muon data of JLdt = 3.54±0.24pb - 1 . The selection criteria for the Wand Z 
samples are described earlier. Candidates were obtained by requiring an additional 
well-measured and isolated photon with Ex > 5 GeV in the central calorimeter 
(|!?7| < 1.1) satisfying the following criteria: E T (R < 0.4) - EJ < 2.0 GeV; the sum 
of the transverse momenta of charged tracks within a cone of radius 0.4 centered on 
a photon Sp-r(.R < 0.4) < 2.0 GeV; no 3-D tracks pointing at the EM cluster; elec
tromagnetic energy fraction of the EM clus1 -;r consistent with a photon; transverse 
shower shape in the central electromagnetic calorimeter towers consistent with test-
beam electrons; transverse shape in the strip chamber consistent with photons; no 
other clusters of energy > 1.0 GeV in the strip chamber within the EM cluster, and 
an angular separation between the W/Z decay lepton(s) and the photon ARt-, > 0.7. 
The Aifc, > 0.7 cut suppresses the contribution of radiative decays in the signal. 
The overall efficiency for finding photons was determined to be e, = 0.80 ± 0.01. 
CDF observed 8(5) electron(muon) W~t and 2(2) electron(muon) Z-y candidates. 
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Table 4: Summary of Wf and Zf results from CDF. The first error is statistical 
and the second systematic. 

Channel Candidates Background Signal SM prediction 
W(ev)-j 8 3.8 ±0.8 ±1.5 4.2 ±2.9 ±1.5 4.6 ± 0.4 
W(fiv)f 5 2.4 ± 0.4 ± 0.9 2.6 ± 2.3 ± 0.9 2.5 ± 0.2 
Z(ee)-/ 2 0.3 ±0.1 ±0.1 1.7 ±1.4 ±0 .1 1.2 ±0 .1 
z{wh 2 0.1 ±0.1 ±0.1 1.9 ±1.4 ±0 .1 0.7 ± 0.1 

The largest photon background in the V/f and Z-y events is due to a QCD 
jet that fakes a photon. This is determined using a multi-jet (rejets > 3) data 
sample, in which two highest Ex jets are required to be kinematically similar to 
jets from hadronic W(Z) decay and the other jets are tested if they pass all pho
ton selection cuts. The probability for a jet to fake a photon was estimated to 
be ~ 0.002. The systematic uncertainty on this QCD-jet background, which dom
inates the systematic error in the background estimation, was derived from the 
difference between the QCD-jet background estimated from the multi-jet sample 
and that obtained using the W/Z+ rajets(n < 2) Monte Carlo events generated 
by the VECBOS+Herwig+CDF detector simulation. Other backgrounds to the 
W-f signal include Z + 7 (or fake 7), where one of the leptons from Z decay 
is not detected, and (W —> TV) + 7 (or fake 7). Table 4 summarizes Wj and 
Zf results together with the Standard Model predictions. Combining the elec
tron and muon samples CDF measures crBr(W(£i/)j) = nst\l}(stat. ® sys.) pb 
and <rBr[Z(U)-y) = 9.2tH(stat. ffi sys.) pb, where I is e or /x. By comparing the 
cBr(W((v)i) measurement with the predictions obtained using an event generator 
written by Baur and Zeppenfeld[16] CDF sets limits on anomalous WWf couplings 
of -6 .5 < A K ( = K - 1) < +6.9 (A = 0) and -3.1 <\< +3.1 (AK = 0) at the 95% 
CL. 

D0 searched for W(eu)f events in the 14.5 p b - 1 inclusive electron W sample by 
requiring an additional well-measured and isolated photon with E T > 10 GeV and 
AR^ > 0.7. Both an electron and a photon were required to be in the region of 
|^| < 1.1. A photon candidate must have an EM cluster satisfying the same quality 
cuts for electrons described above, but with no 3-D tracks pointing at it. The overall 
efficiency for a photon is determined to be 0.80 ± 0.04 including the probability of 
losing a photon due to overlap between random tracks and the EM cluster and the 
probability of the photon conversion in the material before the calorimeter. 

D0 observed 12 W(ev)j candidates, 10 events with no jets, requiring ET(jet) > 
15 GeV, and 2 events with 1 jet. The QCD-jet background is estimated by taking 
the Er distribution of jets in W + 1 jet and W + 2 jets in the inclusive W sample 
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Figure 8: Ex distributions of photons (solid line) in W7 candidates from D 0 with 
estimated fake photons (dotted line) and the Standard Model prediction (dashed 
line). 

and multiplying by the probability for a jet to fake a photon. This probability is 
estimated by counting the number of jets passing all photon selection cuts in a dijet 
sample and is found to be (1.0 ±0.4) x 10" 3. The error includes the systematic error 
due to the presence of direct photon events in a dijet sample. The Ep distribution 
of photons in the 12 Wf candidates is shown in Fig. 8 with the estimated QCD-
jet background distribution. The integral of the QCD-jet background distribution 
gives 2.1 ± 1.0. Other backgrounds including (W —* TV) + 7 (or fake 7) and Z + 
7 (or fake 7), where one of electrons from Z decay is not detected, amount to ~ 0.5 
events. The Monte Carlo using a W7 event generator by Baur and Zeppenfeld and 
a fast detector simulator predicts the number of events as 8.5 ± 1.0 ± 1.0 for the 
Standard Model, where the first error is due to systematic errors in efficiencies and 
the second due to the systematic error in luminosity estimate. The Ex distribution 
of photons in the Standard Model prediction is shown in Fig. 8. The Standard Model 
prediction with the estimated background is consistent with the observed number 
of events. Work is in progress to extend these studies to larger rapidity region, to 
include the muon channel and to determine values for the anomalous couplings. 

CDF found one WZ pair candidate from the 1992-1993 run. The event consists 
of 3 isolated electrons with Ex = 55.5, 33.7, and 22.2 GeV. Two highest Ex electrons 
in the central calorimeter are consistent with electrons from Z -* ee and combining 
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Figure 9: Invariant mass distribution of e+e~ pairs detected by CDF in ~ 10 p b - 1 

data from the 1992-1993 run. 

the 3rd electron in the plug calorimeter with Exforms Mr > 40 GeV/t 2 . Further 
study of the event is under way. 

7 A search for a new neutral gauge boson (Z') 
Neutral gauge bosons in addition to the Z° are expected in many models which 
enlarge the electroweak gauge group beyond the SU(2)[,®U(l)y of the Standard 
Model. These models include left-right symmetric models and grand unified theories. 
In pp collisions these new neutral gauge bosons (2') can be directly observed via 
their decay to lepton pairs. CDF set a limit of Mz< > 412 GeV/c 2 (95% C.L.)[17] 
based on a search for Z' —» ee and py. in the 1988-1989 data, corresponding to 
an integrated luminosity of 4.05(3.54) p b - 1 for the electron (muon) channel. The 
invariant mass distribution of e +e~ pairs detected by CDF in ~ 10 p b - 1 data from 
the 1992-1993 run is shown in Fig. 9. The sample was selected from events containing 
at least one central electron with Ex > 20 GeV and by requiring an additional central 
(ET > 20 GeV) or plug (Ex > 15 GeV) electron. CDF observed one event (M« = 
320 GeV/c 2) above Mtc = 200 GeV/c 2, consistent with the expected contribution 
of 1.5 events from the Standard Model Drell-Yan process. The work to extract a 
new limit is in progress. 
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8 Conclusion 
Preliminary results on electroweak physics from the 1992-1993 Tevatron run with 
the CDF and D0 detectors were shown. Each detector collected more than 10000 
W -» ev and more than 1000 Z -» ee events. CDF collected ~ 7600 W -> pv and 
~ 710 Z -* HIJI events, while D0 collected ~ 3000 W -> /tv and ~ 200 Z -> pp 
events. Using the full electron data sample CDF obtained a new measurement of 
T(W) = 2.033 ± 0.069(stat.) ±0.057(sys.) GeV/c 2 and set a limit on the top-quark 
mass independent of decay mode of M(t) > 62 GeV/c 2 at 95% CL. D 0 obtained 
a measurement of T(W) = 2.08 ± 0.25(stat. ® sys.) GeV/c 2 and set a top quark 
mass limit of M(t) > 43 GeV/c 2 combining electron and muon channels, based 
on a partial data sample. CDF expects to improve its measurement of the charge 
asymmetry of electrons from the W decay. Taking advantage of this high statistics 
W and Z data sample, preliminary results on the W*t production at D0 and on 
WZ diboson production at CDF were obtained. Measurements of the W~/ and Zy 
productions at CDF from the previous run were also presented. 

The author is grateful to the conference organizers for their hospitality, and 
is indebted to experimental colleagues at D 0 for their help in preparing the talk. 
Special thanks are due to Drs. S. Eno and J. Proudfoot for providing CDF results. 
The author also expresses his gratitude to the technical staff at Fermilab for their 
excellent support. 
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